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ABSTRACT

Attaching a wave energy converter to a floating wind turbine (FWT-

WEC) produces cost savings by sharing the mooring lines, electric trans-

mission lines, and site permitting. We investigate if certain parameters

can produce synergistic dynamics: maximized WEC power, minimized

WEC cost, and minimized FWT motion. Our approach is to model

the dynamics using first-order linear coupled equations of motion and

long wave-length approximations. We compute representative annual re-

sponse statistics of FWT-WEC systems for WEC’s at various locations,

and with different motion directions and power takeoff systems. It seems

unlikely that a dynamically synergistic FWT-WEC configuration exists.

However, the results of each FWT-WEC pair suggests that the WEC’s

could be used as building blocks for triple combined tuned mass damper-

FWT-WEC or ballast-FWT-WEC systems to achieve both low-cost wave

power and reduced FWT motion.

KEY WORDS: Floating wind turbine; Wave energy converter.

INTRODUCTION

Offshore energy machines benefit from higher capacity factors and lower

visual impacts compared to onshore machines (Lopez et al., 2012).

At ocean sites with depths greater than 50 m, floating wind turbines

are more economical than monopile wind turbines. Typical floating

wind turbines have estimated levelized costs of energy (LCOE) ranging

from $0.12-0.27/kWh (Myhr et al., 2014; Jonkman, 2010), which is

significantly higher than the typical $0.07/kWh for onshore wind power

(Tegen et al., 2013). Much of the FWT cost is due to the steel required

by the platform to withstand the ocean waves: the National Renewable

Energy Laboratory (NREL) OC3-Hywind 5 MW concept requires 1700

tons of platform steel and 5700 tons of ballast concrete to support the

285 ton tower and rotor. This large amount of steel contributes to an

installed capital cost of $22.8 million (Myhr et al., 2014; Jonkman,

2010).

Wave energy converter (WEC) designs are typically designed with

smaller capacities than FWT’s. The NREL reference surge converter is

rated for 360 kW and operates at a 0.3 capacity factor. Containing 800

tons of steel and fiberglass, it has an installed capital cost of $4.9 million

(Yu et al., 2015). These properties result in a LCOE of $0.67/kWh.

Three-hundred of the WEC’s 800 tons of steel are for the support frame

alone. While wave power is currently much more expensive than wind

power, waves have higher predictability and less variation than wind,

which is important for electric grid operation (Georgilakis, 2008).

Several previous studies have considered combined FWT-WEC concepts

(Slocum, 2014). The WindFloat FWT has a three-column semi-

submersible platform. Two columns could both be converted into 10 m

diameter oscillating water column-type WEC’s to produce a total of 240

kW, based on tow tank experiments (Aubault et al., 2011). Muliawan

et al. (2013) consider a theoretical 418 ton, 20 m diameter toroid

heave-mode WEC that could encircle a FWT and produce 350 kW.

Kelly (2013) considered a 250-m long V-shaped array of 32 oscillating

water columns that could support a FWT and possibly produce up to

700 kW, based on wave tank experimental measurements (Kelly et al.,

2013). Aubault and Kelly both concluded that an attached WEC would

increase the FWT pitch motion.

The hypothesis of this paper is that combining FWTs and WECs into one

system can significantly decrease the cost of energy for both systems.

About 56% of the NREL reference WEC capital cost is for the steel

frame, mooring lines, electric transmission lines, and siting/permitting

costs, which can be greatly reduced when combined with a FWT.

Furthermore, the WEC may decrease the FWT cost by its effect on the

FWT platform motion. FWT platform motion is undesirable because

it complicates the rotor aerodynamics and control. Pitch and yaw

motions cause skewed flow and wind shear. Rapid velocity changes and

rotor-wake interactions cause transitional and turbulent states (Sebastian

and Lackner, 2013; Tran and Kim, 2015). The floating platform must

restrain pitch, roll, and heave motions within acceptable limits for

the turbine (Butterfield et al., 2005). Furthermore, platform motion

increases stresses on the blades, rotor shaft, yaw bearing, and tower base

(Jonkman and Matha, 2009). Therefore, if a WEC can increase platform

stability, then it may be possible to decrease platform mass, resulting
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Table 1 Combined FWT-WEC systems considered in this paper

System

number

Location

relative to FWT

Power

harvesting

motion

Power take-off

mechanism

1 Internal, in

nacelle

Surge Junction

2 Internal, at still

waterline

Surge Junction

3 Internal, at still

waterline

Heave Junction

4 External,

submerged 10 m

Surge Junction

5 External,

submerged 10 m

Surge Wells turbine

6 External,

submerged 10 m

Heave Junction

7 External,

submerged 10 m

Heave Wells turbine

8 External, at still

waterline

Heave Wells turbine

in cost savings. It is possible that some FWT platform motion may be

desirable: when properly controlled, increased rotor motion may allow

the rotor act as a wave-motion damper with increased power output

(Christiansen et al., 2013). Therefore, it is important to understand the

WEC’s effects on the FWT platform motion, and it is probably beneficial

if the WEC can decrease the FWT platform motion.

This paper investigates what FWT-WEC configurations maximize WEC

power, minimize WEC cost of energy, reduce FWT motion. We restrict

the WEC types to neutrally-buoyant spherically-shaped WEC’s attached

only to the FWT (rather than also attached to the seafloor by mooring

lines, which would increase cost). We consider WEC’s with a power

takeoff (PTO) mechanism that uses the relative motion between the

WEC and FWT, and one that uses the relative motion between the

WEC and ocean waves (Drew et al., 2009). The first PTO may be

implemented by a linear or rotary mechanism with a mechanical or

hydraulic drive-train powering the generator (So et al., 2015). The

second PTO may be implemented by a Wells turbine (Brito-Melo et al.,

2002). Additionally, we consider tuned mass dampers; WEC’s that are

inside the FWT (Stewart and Lackner, 2013). The various systems are

listed in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 1.

First, we model the FWT-WEC dynamics using first-order linear coupled

equations of motion and long-wave length approximations. To simplify

a parameter sweep optimization, we do a modal analysis on this model

to determine the required parameter relationship for maximizing WEC

power. We develop a basic WEC cost model as a function of parameters.

We use these findings to investigate the power production, cost of

energy, and effect on FWT motion of various WEC configurations.

FIRST-ORDER FREQUENCY-DOMAIN MODEL

We consider WEC’s that are inside the FWT (tuned mass dampers) or

exposed to the ocean waves; moving in the surge or heave directions

relative to the FWT; and with a power takeoff mechanism at the

FWT-WEC junction or with a Wells turbine fixed to the WEC body and

exposed to the ocean waves, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Sketches of combined FWT-WEC array concepts for the

OC3-Hywind floating wind turbine: (a) surge-mode in-

ternal surge tuned mass damper, (b) heave-mode internal

tuned mass damper, and (c) heave-mode external WEC.

We model the combined FWT-WEC systems in the frequency domain.

Limitations of the frequency domain approach are that it computes

only steady-state effects and neglects nonlinear effects from rotor

control and viscous forces, which may be significant in rough seas. We

further assume constant wind and linearized rotor thrust damping on

the nacelle. We ignore the rotor degrees of freedom (rotational velocity

and blade pitch), which may cause unstable negative damping (Larsen

and Hanson, 2007). We choose the frequency domain because its fast

computation speed allows us to perform large parameter sweeps, and

we are interested in large, first-order effects that are captured well

by the frequency domain. Karimirad and Moan (2012) show that

floating platform motions are dominated by wave loads rather than wind

loads. Therefore, we justify this approach as a first-order analysis of

the combined FWT-WEC dynamics and will investigate higher-order

analyses as future work.

We model the dynamics of a floating wind turbine with an attached wave

energy converter by the linear equation of motion,

I(ω)�̈x + D(ω)�̇x +K�x = �f (ω), (1)

For simplicity in this analysis, we consider only the degrees of freedom

excited by head-on incident waves, and we assume that the wave energy

converter is close to the turbine vertical axis, and in front of or behind

the turbine, with respect to the incident waves. We assume that the WEC

is spherical in shape and coupled to the FWT by only surge and heave

modes. Future work and further refinements of this study will include

the WEC pitch mode and moment-coupling between the FWT and WEC.

Accordingly, we consider the degrees of freedom,

�x =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x1,F

x3,F

x5,F

δT

x1,W

x3,W

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

FWT platform surge displacement

FWT platform heave displacement

FWT platform pitch about still water line

Tower top first fore-aft bending mode deflection

WEC surge total displacement

WEC heave total displacement

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

(2)

The tower top first fore-aft bending mode deflection represents deflection

of the tower top relative to the platform due to tower bending. It does
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not account for tower top deflection due to rigid-mode surge and pitch

motions experienced by the tower and platform together. The degrees of

freedom are labeled in Fig. 2.

The inertia matrix, I(ω), accounts for the structure inertia and hydro-

dynamic added mass. The damping matrix, D(ω), accounts for linear

hydrodynamic and power takeoff damping. Viscous damping is not

considered in this study, since it plays a minor role in the dynamics

in most lifetime sea states (Jonkman, 2010; Kluger et al., 2016).

The stiffness matrix, K, accounts for the hydrostatic, mooring, and

WEC-FWT coupling spring stiffnesses. The forcing vector, �f (ω),

accounts for hydrodynamic forcing on the floating wind turbine and

external wave energy converter. The matrix components are given in

Eq.s 3-6.

I =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I11F 0 I15F MT1 0 0

0 I33F 0 0 0 0

I15F 0 I55F MT5 0 0

MT1 0 MT5 MT 0 0

0 0 0 0 I11W 0

0 0 0 0 0 I33W

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (3)

D =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

B11F + dU + d1J 0 B15F + LNacdU + LWd1J 0 −d1J 0

0 B33F + d3J 0 0 0 −d3J

B15F + LNacdU + LWd1J 0 B55F + L2
NacdU + L2

Wd1J 0 −LWd1J 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

−d1J 0 −LWd1J 0 B11W + d1W + d1J 0

0 −d3J 0 0 0 B33W + d3W + d3J

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (4)

K =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

K11F + K1J 0 K15F + LW K1J KN −K1J 0

0 K33F + K3J 0 0 0 −K3J

K15F + LW K1J 0 K55F + L2
W K1J KN −LW K1J 0

KN 0 LW KN KT + KN −KN 0

−K1J 0 −LW K1J 0 K1J 0

0 −K3J 0 0 0 C3W + K3J

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (5)

Fig. 2 Catenary moored spar floating wind turbine with head-on

wind and incident waves. We attach various wave energy

converters to the floating wind turbine.

For the OC3-Hywind floating wind turbine that we use as a

baseline wind turbine throughout this paper, the frequency-

dependent values of these matrices are given in Jonkman (2010).

In this paper, we constrain the FWT and WEC hydrodynamics to

realistic, uncoupled values (Hall et al., 2014). We use long-wave

approximations to define the hydrodynamic coefficients for the

wave energy converter (Newman, 1977). A future step in the

WEC design is to refine the hydrodynamic model using WAMIT

(Lee and Newman, 2010). WEC shielding of the FWT from

waves may be a significant beneficial effect.

External forcing on the system due to the ocean waves is

�f (ω) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

f1,P(ω)

f3,P(ω)

f5,P(ω)

0

f1,W (ω) + d1Wuwave(ω)

f3,W (ω) + d3Wvwave(ω)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (6)

The 0 in the fourth row indicates that we do not consider external

turbulent wind speeds. The tower does not experience external

wind forcing, but it does undergo platform motion forcing

as indicated in the coupled I and K matrices, Eq.s 3 and 5

respectively. We also account for how the oscillating linearized

rotor thrust force slightly decreases the platform surge and pitch.

This linearized wind damping is represented by the damping

coefficient, dU , and nacelle height above the still waterline, Lnac

in the D matrix. Details of our wind damping model are provided

in Kluger et al. (2016).
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To model the first-order dynamics of the WEC, we assume that it

is a neutrally-buoyant sphere so that it does not affect the FWT

hydrostatic stability.

mWEC = ρVWEC, Sub. (7)

While increasing WEC size increases its power, we choose to

limit the WEC size for practical purposes. We model the WEC

as a sphere with a radius,

rWEC = 5 m. (8)

The corresponding submerged WEC volume is

VWEC, Sub =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩0, if internal WEC,
4
3
πr3

WEC
, if external WEC.

(9)

We model both the floating and fully submerged WECs as

having the same submerged volume because the submerged

volume affects the WEC neutrally-buoyant mass, added mass,

hydrodynamic forcing and damping. Keeping the submerged

volumes the same allows a more straightforward dynamics

comparison.

We model the WEC hydrostatic stiffness as

C3W =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩0, if internal or fully submerged WEC,

ω2
Design

(m + A33W ), if surface-piercing WEC,

(10)

where we choose a design frequency based on the environmental

data’s most common ocean spectrum peak frequency,

ωDesign = 2π/TDesign = 2π/11 rad/s. (11)

The WEC inertia is

I11W = I33W = mWEC + A11W =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩1.5ρVWEC, if external WEC

ρVWEC, if internal WEC,

(12)

where ρ is the water density. For an external WEC, the wave

forcing, from the G.I. Taylor approximation is (Newman, 1977),[
f1,W
f3,W

]
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ −(ρVS ub + A11W )
igkcosh(k(LW+H))

cosh(kH)

−(ρVS ub + A33W )
−gkcosh(k(LW+H))

cosh(kH)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (13)

Using the Haskind relation, the hydrodynamic damping is[
B11,W

B33,W

]
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ k
8ρgVg
| f1,W/a|2,

k
4ρgVg
| f3,W/a|2,

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (14)

where k is the wave number and Vg is the wave group velocity.

For WECs with a hydrokinetic Wells turbine in the WEC body,

the turbine force and power depends on the relative velocity be-

tween the WEC and the ocean waves. We approximate the ocean

wave velocity from the incident wave potential,[
uwave

vwave

]
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ agkωcosh(k(LW+H)

cosh(kH)
,

aigk
ω

sinh(k(LW+H))
cosh(k.∗H)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (15)

where a is wave amplitude, H is the ocean depth and k is the

wave number.

In this paper, we assume that the power takeoffs are capable

of producing a linear damping coefficient. We account for the

contribution of platform pitch, x5,F to the platform lateral motion

at the FWT-WEC junction by multiplying the platform pitch

by LW . LW is the z coordinate of the wave energy converter

equilibrium center (LW is negative for submerged WECs and

positive for WECs in the nacelle).

The matrix elements, dJ and KJ are the effective junction dampers

and springs, respectively. To model the dynamics effects of the

WEC in the nacelle, we set the nacelle-WEC coupling stiffness

to,

KN =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩K1J , if WEC is in nacelle

0, otherwise.
(16)

Computation of response statistics

From Eq. 1, the transfer function of the system for waves with

amplitude a, and frequency ω, is

�H(ω) =
�X
a
= (−ω2I + jωD +K)−1

�F
a
. (17)

We use the Wiener-Khinchine theorem to compute the system re-

sponse statistics when excited by a stochastic ocean wave spec-

trum; the power spectral density of the steady-state system is

S +�x (ω) = | �H(ω)|2S +u (ω), (18)

and the standard deviation in the response is

σ�x(ω) =

√∫ ∞
0

S +
�x (ω)dω, (19)

where S +u (ω) is the ocean wave elevation single-sided spectral

density (Roberts and Spanos, 1999).

Dynamics objectives

Our primary goal is to maximize the average power generated by

the WEC. For general parameters, the instantaneous power har-

vested is

PW = ηWd1W (ẋ1W − uWave)2 + ηJd1J(ẋ1W − ẋ1P − LW ẋ5P)2

+ ηWd3W (ẋ3W − vWave)2 + ηJd3J(ẋ3W − ẋ3P)2, (20)

where ηW = 0.6 and ηJ = 0.85 are the efficiencies for

the junction and Wells turbine power takeoff mechanisms

respectively (Brito-Melo et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2015). A

second related goal is to minimize the system capital cost, so

that the levelized cost of energy is minimized (Tegen et al., 3013).

Our third goal is to maintain or reduce the FWT surge x1F , heave

x3F , and pitch x5F , motions because they negatively affect the
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Table 2 Floating wind turbine - wave energy converter properties

Parameter Value

FWT Platform mass 7.4 × 103 Tons

FWT Platform base diameter 9.4 m

FWT platform concrete ballast mass 5950 Tons

FWT platform concrete ballast submergence 98 m

Nacelle-rotor-hub mass 350 Tons

Nacelle height above still water line 87.6 m

Ocean depth 320 m

WEC mass 540 Tons

External WEC diameter 10 m

Submerged WEC depth 10 m

External WEC steel thickness 5 cm

Steel density 8500 Kg/m3

Steel cost per ton $2.8k

PTO Cost per kW $2.5k

WEC fixed cost component $340k

Junction PTO efficiency, ηJ 0.85

Wells turbine efficiency, ηW 0.6

wind turbine power (Butterfield et al., 2005). Oscillating stress

in the wind turbine tower root, which causes fatigue damage, is

closely coupled to the platform surge and pitch. We relate the

stress at the tower root to the tower fore-aft bending deflection by

(Kluger et al., 2016),

σTower = 252δT MPa. (21)

For the stochastic wave excitation, we assume that the tower

bending is a narrow-banded Gaussian process. Then, we use the

response statistics found using the Weiner-Khinchine theorem,

Eq. 19, to estimate the equivalent number of stress fatigue cycles

experienced by the tower throughout its lifetime. We describe this

fatigue calculation in Kluger et al. (2016).

FORCED HARMONIC VIBRATION ANALYSIS FOR WEC

POWER MAXIMIZATION

In a real ocean environment, the FWT-WEC is excited by a

continuous spectrum of frequencies. Here, we assume that

the dominant behavior of the system can be represented by its

behavior at the dominant ocean wave frequency (Joo and Sapsis,

2014). Table 4 lists typical sea states based on actual NOAA

buoy data 10 nautical miles NW of Eureka, CA over a ten year

period (NOAA, 2016).

It is important that one or more WEC parameters are adjustable

in order to tune the WEC resonant frequency to match the the sea

state dominant frequency. Otherwise, the well-known mistuned

power decay phenomenon occurs (Joo and Sapsis, 2014). Placed

in between the relatively large FWT and WEC bodies, the

junction spring KJ is likely the most easily tune-able system

parameter, as opposed to adjusting the WEC inertia. KJ may

be implemented by a mechanical or electromagnetic actuator

(Raffero et al., 2014).

Table 3 Relation of vibration analysis parameters to FWT-WEC

parameters

Analysis parameter Surge-mode WEC Heave-mode WEC

IW I11W I33W

IF I11F I33F

FW F1W F3W

FF F1P F3P

KW 0 C3W

KJ K1J K3J

KF K11F K33F

Fig. 3 Idealized free body diagram for analyzing the mode shapes

of the combined floating wind turbine-wave energy con-

verter.

Here, we develop an expression for the FWT-WEC junction

spring, KJ , that maximizes harvested wave power as a function

of the other parameters. We determine the optimal KJ value

by analyzing the the free body diagram shown in Fig. 3. This

diagram represents the governing dynamics of the various

FWT-WEC configurations considered in this paper. xW and xF

represent the WEC and FWT, respectively. Table 3 lists the

diagram’s relationship to the FWT-WEC parameters.

To simplify the forced harmonic vibration analysis, we neglect

the effects of damping. After adding in the damping effects,

we expect optimal power performance to occur for the same KJ

value and at the same corresponding WEC resonant mode as for

the undamped system (Rand, 2012). The WEC power is maxi-

mized when the undamped WEC amplitude is maximized (for a

Wells turbine PTO system) or undamped relative amplitude be-

tween the WEC and FWT is maximized (for a junction PTO sys-

tem). Therefore, we compute the steady-state WEC amplitude

and WEC-FWT relative amplitude and determine the parameters

that maximize both amplitudes.

The free body diagram in Fig. 3 corresponds to the coupled equa-

tions of motion,

IF ẍF + KF xF − KJ(xF − xW ) = FF , (22)

IW ẍW + KW xW + KJ xxW−xF = FW . (23)

From Eq.s 22-23, the response amplitude operators for the FWT

and WEC motion are

XF =

(
−IWω

2 + KW + KJ

)
FF + KJ FW

IF IW ω4 − (IF KW + (IW + IF) KJ + IW KF)ω2 + KJ (KW + KF) + KF Kw
,

(24)
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XW =
KJ FF +

(
−IFω

2 + KF + KJ

)
FW

IF IW ω4 − (IF KW + (IW + IF) KJ + IW KF)ω2 + KJ (KW + KF) + KF Kw
,

(25)

The relative amplitude between the WEC and FWT is,

XR = XW − XF . (26)

From these response amplitude operators in Eq.s 24 - 26, the junc-

tion spring, KJ , maximizes the WEC absolute and relative ampli-

tudes when is minimizes the denominator. This occurs when KJ

satisfies,

KJ =
−IF IWω

4 + (IF KW + IW KF)ω2 − KF KW

− (IF + IW )ω2 + KF + KW
. (27)

We use this value of KJ for each sea state and WEC type in our

FWT-WEC dynamics computations. Unfortunately, for FWT sta-

bilization, the value of KJ that maximizes WEC power also maxi-

mizes the FWT motion, since they are both maximized for a min-

imized denominator. Since the WEC and FWT amplitudes vary at

different rates for varied KJ , a parameter sweep may still identify

parameters where a significant amount of WEC power is gener-

ated for only a slight increase in FWT motion.

COST MODEL

Our design goal is to minimize the WEC levelized cost of energy

(LCOE). We calculate the LCOE as (Tegen et al., 2013),

LCOE =
(ICCWEC)(FCR) + AOEWEC

AEPWEC

. (28)

We estimate the WEC installed capital cost, ICCWEC, based on

the cost of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory baseline

100-unit 360-kW capacity standalone surge converter array (Yu

et al., 2015),

ICCWEC, k$ = 340 + 2.5PCap,kW + 2.8MW,Tons, (29)

where ICCWEC, k$ is the cost in thousands of dollars, PCap, kW
is the WEC power capacity in kW, MW is the WEC mass in

Tons. The quantity $340k reflects the fixed costs of a WEC

installation ($316k) and environment siting and permitting

($23.8k). The $2.5kPCap,kW reflects the power take-off (44%)

and contingency (56%) costs. $2.8kMW,Tons reflects the cost to

design and manufacture the WEC steel (Yu et al., 2015).

We note that Eq. 29 incorporates $3kPCap cost-savings compared

to the NREL reference surge WEC because we eliminate the

standalone WEC frame, which comprises 38% of the standalone

WEC mass. Additionally this design eliminates the WEC’s taut

mooring lines (Yu et al., 2015).

For the WECs in this paper, we assume that the WEC is a steel

sphere with a constant sheet thickness, tst = 0.05 m, which

matches the average OC3-Hywind platform steel mass (Jonkman,

2010; Myhr et al., 2014). We assume that the remaining WEC

mass is comprised of a negligibly low-cost concrete or water

ballast.

We assume a fixed charge rate,

FCR = 0.118, (30)

which accounts for the typical discount rate, operational life,

effective tax rate, and present value depreciation of an offshore

project (Tegen et al., 2013).

We assume annual operating expenses of,

AOEk$ = $0.250PCap,kW , (31)

based on the NREL reference 100-unit standalone WEC array

(Yu et al., 2015).

We calculate the WEC annual energy production from its power

output in each sea state, PWi, the occurrence frequency of each

sea state, pi, and the number of hours in a year,

AEPWEC,kW =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝∑
State i

piPWi

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ 8766
hours

year
. (32)

FWT-WEC PERFORMANCE RESULTS

We use the previously described dynamics and cost model

to compute the response statistics for 8 different WEC-FWT

configurations, listed in Table 1. We constrain all of the WEC’s

to have the same shared parameters listed in Table 2. For each

WEC, we set certain elements of I, K, D, and F to zero or infinity,

according to the WEC definition (for example, a submerged

surge converter does not have a hydrostatic restoring coefficient,

C3W = 0).

We assume that a WEC moves rigidly with the FWT in its non-

power harvesting degree of freedom, so we set the corresponding

junction spring value to KJ = 1012 N/m. We assume that the

junction spring, KJ , for the WEC’s flexible mode is adjusted by

a control mechanism to an optimal constant value in each sea

state given by Eq. 27. We reduce the FWT floating platform

ballast mass for the internal WEC systems in order to maintain

buoyancy. Among the 8 sea states for each WEC, we reduce

the power harvested during the most powerful sea states and

replace it with the power harvested during the next less power-

ful sea state, until the WEC capacity factor is greater than 0.3.

The results of several performance objectives are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 shows that the external surge WEC with a Wells turbine

power takeoff coefficient, dW = 106 Ns/m, generates the largest

amount of electricity, 70 kW. This results in the lowest cost of

energy, $0.20/kWh. However, this large damping coefficient

may not be physically feasible based on space considerations

(Brito-Melo et al., 2002). We also note that this WEC has an

unfavorable effect on the FWT, increasing the tower root stress,

increasing it by 12% compared to the standalone FWT.

The external heave WEC with a Wells turbine system produces

the second largest amount of power, 30 kW. This optimal power
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Fig. 4 Annual performance predictions for 8 different types of WEC’s attached to the OC3-Hywind FWT based on 8 typical sea states that occur

17 NM WSW of Eureka, CA, as listed in Table 4 (NOAA, 2016). The different configurations are illustrated in Fig. 1.

occurs for a small damping coefficient of dW = 104 Ns/m. This

small damping coefficient makes the system more practical, but

the WEC has an impractically large amplitude of 6 m RMS.

We note that the third largest amount of power is produced by

the external heave WEC with an FWT-WEC junction PTO: 18

kW with an effective damping coefficient of dW = 105 Ns/m.

As previously mentioned, a WEC with a junction PTO may
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Table 4 Sea and wind states based on Eureka, CA NOAA buoy data

from 2005-2014. HS is the significant wave height, TP is

the dominant wave period, V is the mean wind speed, and

p is the state occurence probability. We model the sea con-

ditions by the Bretschneider spectrum.

State HS (m) TP (s) V (m/s) p
1 1 8 8 0.09

2 1 11 8 0.18

3 1 16 8 0.30

4 3 8 16 0.06

5 3 11 16 0.13

6 3 16 16 0.22

7 6 11 20 0.01

8 6 16 20 0.01

be able to achieve a larger effective damping coefficient, be

more efficient, and cost less than a WEC with both a controlled

Wells turbine and controlled junction spring (Raffero et al., 2014).

The internal WECs have the most favorable effects on the FWT

motion and stress, reducing the FWT tower stress from 40 to

as low as 14 MPa (65%). This is expected because the internal

WEC only extracts power from the FWT whereas the external

WECs also receive power from the ocean waves.

The external surge WEC with small effective damping for both

types of PTO’s reduces the FWT stress by 6%. This is due

to the dynamics phenomenon where for large WEC motions

(due to light WEC damping) and at some wave frequencies, the

force acting on the FWT due to the out-of-phase FWT-WEC

mode shape noticeably counteracts the wave excitation force on

the FWT. Unfortunately, this effect only occurs for light WEC

damping, which does not produce significant WEC power.

Adding a heave hydrostatic stiffness between the WEC and

ground by making the heave-mode WEC surface piercing lowers

WEC power at small damping coefficients. This is because the

hydrostatic stiffness mistunes the WEC to in low-frequency sea

states.

A surge-mode WEC has a rigid heave-mode connection to the

FWT, and thereby increases the structure’s heave inertia and

decreases its natural frequency in heave. This has the beneficial

effect of decreasing the FWT heave motion. A heave-mode WEC

does not have a similarly significant effect on FWT surge and

pitch because the FWT spar has a large pitch inertia and stiffness.

While one system alone does not generate significant WEC

power and decrease the FWT motion, the results of this study

suggest that two systems may be simultaneously added to the

FWT to reach these design goals. For example, placing a tuned

mass damper (that does not generate electricity) inside the FWT

and adding an external WEC may allow the tuned mass damper

to offset the added forcing on the FWT due to the external WEC.

In such a system, the total cost of energy for the wave power may

still remain less than for a standalone WEC.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper considered various wave energy converter (WEC)

configurations for combination with a floating wind turbine

(FWT). The design objectives were to maximize the WEC

power, minimize the WEC cost, and maintain or decrease the

FWT motion. We considered WEC’s that were inside the FWT

or exposed to the ocean waves, operating in surge or heave

mode, and with a power take-off mechanism at the FWT-WEC

junction (possibly implemented by an electromagnetic generator

or hydraulics) or in the WEC body (possibly implemented by

a Wells turbine). We modeled the FWT-WEC dynamics using

linear, steady-state, long-wave approximations, established a

simple cost model, and determined a FWT-WEC junction spring

parameter requirement for maximizing WEC power.

None of the systems achieved all three design goals. Some of

the systems produced a significant amount of power (up to 65

kW average power), which resulted in significant cost savings:

$0.20/kWh compared to $0.70/kWh for a standalone WEC.

The $0.20/kWh estimated value approaches the cost of energy

produced by a 5 MW standalone floating wind turbine in a

100-unit farm (Myhr et al., 2013). Unfortunately, these same

systems simultaneously increased the FWT platform motion,

which increased the tower bending effective fatigue stress by

15%. The internal tuned mass damper decreased the FWT

tower bending stress by an impressive 65% but did not produce

significant power. In light of this finding, it seems unlikely that

a single dynamically synergistic FWT-WEC configuration exists.

However, the results of each system could be used as building

blocks for a triple combined tuned mass damper-FWT-WEC

or ballast-FWT-WEC system that achieves large wave power,

reduced FWT motion, and cost savings compared to standalone

machines.

Future work on this project will include investigating other types

of WECs with improved power performance, such as an oscillat-

ing water column with an air turbine or a WEC shape other than a

sphere; considering additional WEC degrees of freedom, such as

pitch; and investigating other types of FWT-WEC interfaces, such

as moment coupling. We will consider the effect of spatially ar-

ranged WEC arrays in addition to the single WEC. A future step

after identifying a promising system will be to implement con-

trols for the junction spring KJ in each sea state. The model could

be fine-tuned by accounting for diffraction effects and nonlinear

effects from control and unsteady wind. Once a promising FWT-

WEC system is identified, and as real floating wind turbine data

becomes available, we will investigate a more detailed and certain

cost model. Finally, we will test an optimal system in a wave tank

test.
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